THE MASTER AND I
Now went along these matchless early years of master and apprentice.
Louis Sullivan, the Master and I, the open-eyed, radical and critical, but
always willing apprentice. We had already moved to the top floor of the
Auditorium tower, where I had a small room next to him, and a squad of
thirty draughtsmen or more to supervise in the planning and detailing
that was now my share. Mueller had the engineers and the superin-
tendents reporting to him, at the opposite end of the long room with its
row of windows to the north. Adler and Sullivan now stood well to the
forefront of their profession. Commercial work, chiefly office buildings,
theatres, and clubs, all came steadily in unbroken procession through the
office. It was the most progressive and one of the most successful offices in
the country.
Dankmar Adler had been an Army engineer. He commanded the con-
fidence of contractor and client alike. His handling of both was masterful.
He would pick up a contractor as a mastiff might pick up a cat—shake him
and drop him. Some would habitually fortify themselves with a drink or
two before they came up to see him. All worshipped him. He was a good
planner, a good critic but ell for Sullivan. He always called him Sullivan,
never Louis. Adler had implicit confidence in Sullivan's genius.
It seems he had taken Sullivan in as a draughtsman when as a young
man Sullivan returned from the Beaux Arts. Later he took him into
partnership to be what was known, even then, as a designing partner.
Architects all put the architecture on the outside—in those days. So there
was one man to make it—another man to * handle' it. But Adler and
Sullivan were not quite like that.
Dankmar Adler was a Jew. Louis Sullivan an Irishman. The clients all
being Adler's clients, many objected to Sullivan. It did not matter. They
had to take Sullivan or lose Adler. In those days Sullivan's attitude and
ego may be seen in the fate of Weatherwax, the unfortunate draughtsman
who went out of the office the day I came into it. But I had, from the first,
seen a different side of Sullivan. He loved to talk to me and I would often
stay listening, after dark in the offices in the upper stories of the great
tower of the Auditorium building looking out over Lake Michigan, or
over the lighted city. Sometimes he would keep on talking seeming to have
forgotten me—keep on talking until late at night. Probably liking the
exercise. And I would catch the last suburban car for Oak Park and go to
bed without supper.
As I have since reflected, he seemed unaware of the machine as a direct
element in architecture, abstract or concrete. He never mentioned it. And
he was interested in 'the rule so broad as to admit of no exception*. For the
life of me I could not help, then or now, being most interested in the
exception proving the rule useful or useless.
But this outpouring to a worshipful and sympathetic though critical
listener soon enabled me to understand him. Like all geniuses he was an
absorbed egocentric—exaggerated sensibility, vitality boundless. This
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